There is an obvious connection between Viking Age trade routes and dirham hoards, despite the fact that, as noted by Sebastian Brather, the geographical distribution of the hoards does not necessarily provide any direct answers to questions concerning the trade.1 The Gulf of Finland is even today an im portant waterway between Russia and the rest of Europe, and its importance for the early connections between Sweden and Russia is attested by archaeo logical finds as well as historical sources like the Russian Primary Chronicle. The existence of several dirham hoards along the shores of the Gulf is hardly surprising; they are not numerous, however, and they are found mainly in Estonia. How to explain this situation?
Finds from Russian Territory
The shortest route from Sweden to Staraya Ladoga was by way of the Gulf of Finland and the Neva and Volkhov rivers. Staraya Ladoga is also where the ear liest dirham hoard in eastern Europe has been found. It consisted of 31 coins with a terminus post quem of 786. Another early hoard is known from Knya shchina, a few kilometres from Staraya Ladoga, but here the coins were found on several occasions and only some of them were identified, so that it is not quite certain whether all of the approximately 400 coins belonged to the same hoard. If they did, the t.p.q. was probably 809.4
In 1809 or 1810, a spectacular find was discovered in the Ladoga area: a dir ham hoard weighing more than a hundred kilograms. It subsequently was dis persed and nothing is known of its dating.5 Large dirham hoards are, however, more typical of the tenth than the ninth century. There are also several other, much smaller hoards from the VolkhovNovgorod area.6
When we turn to the shores of the Gulf of Finland itself, we meet another early hoard. Found in Petrodvorets (Peterhof) some 30 kilometres west of St Petersburg, it contained at least 34 coins with a t.p.q. of 804.7 What is surpris ing is that no other coin hoards are known from the Russian coast of the Gulf from the ninth and tenth centuries. This presumably can be explained by the sparsity of the population in that area before c.1000.8 It may also be noted that there are no hoards with western coins from that area before the 1020s.9
Finds from Estonia
After Petrodvorets, the secondearliest hoard from the southern coast of the Gulf of Finland is the Kohtla find -the earliest dirham hoard from Estonia, with a t.p.q. of 837. According to Ivar Leimus's recent Sylloge, there were 500-600 coins, of which 481 are known.10
There is probably also another Estonian find from the same time: in 1962, the Saaremaa museum acquired a private collection containing a parcel of 87 dirhams, apparently a hoard or part of a hoard with a t.p.q. of 837. The hoard may well have been found on the island of Saaremaa itself, in which case it does not come from the Gulf of Finland region.11
No other ninthcentury dirham hoards are known from the northern coast of Estonia, with the exception of a very unusual find from Haljala: a necklace with six golden pendants, including one 'Abbāsid dinar from 864/5.12 The two 
